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Objects and Static variables 

This program will explain the basics of Object creation in C# along with what they are. We will also take the 

opportunity to demonstrate some static variables and how they work. 

We’re going to create a very simple program that demonstates a coin toss, so we will create two classes, one to 

model the coin, one to model the coin toss. 

Defining a coin class 
Create a new C# Console application. Add a new class by going to project, add 

class and create a new class called “Coin”. 

The structure that you need to write is listed below, we first create two 

variables, headOrTail is a string that holds whether it is head or tails. It’s a 

quick and easy way of identifying what the coin shows. 

randomNum creates a random number generator that we can use to get a 

random value. 

We then create a function 

Throw(). 

Inside that we have a variable 

“temp” which just hold a random number between 0 and 2 (but not 

including 2). 

We then check to see if temp is 0 it’s a tail, if it’s 1 it’s heads. 

This is a very simple example and is all that’s needed, we can get the 

headOrTail value and the randomNum if needed from other classes 

because they are public. 

Creating some coins 
 

Go back to your program by finding your solution list (example on the left) and double clicking Program. This is the 

bit of code that will actually run, so we’re going to add some stuff to this 

too.  

What we want to do is create two of the coin’s we created earlier then 

flip them. 

We do this using the “new Coin()” syntax, which creates an actual version 

of the coin from the blueprint (class) we just created. This let’s us then 

call it’s “throw()” method to flip the coin and see what it landed on. 
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Below we have the code we need to add to the “Main” method in order to do this, the bits in green between /** and 

*/ are a comment explaining. 

We created two coins,  coin1 and coin2 using 

new Coin(). 

We then do a bit of printing to print out and wait 

for some user input. 

Then we run a loop that loops through four 

times. 

Each time we call Throw() on the coin which flips 

it.  

Then we print out whether it’s heads or tails. 

Then we wait for our user to press enter before 

closing. 

Try it, press play and see what happens. If you’ve done it right you should get output that looks a little something 

like this. 

Notice something? Coin1 and coin2 always have the same value, whatever 

happens. This is because the coins use the SAME random number 

generator information but create new ones, it’s like creating a random lsit 

of numbers but each coin uses that same list. So, we create one for each 

coin and it generates the same numbers each time.  

How do we solve this? 

 

Static variables 
 

We use static variables, it’s a small change to the code in your Coin class change the code to add static in front of the 

random number generator, like below. 

The static key words means, for every coin we create, we use 

the same random number generator but generate a new list 

from it. This ensures a different set of random numbers every 

time. 

Try running the program again, it should be much better. 


